
The A-Z of Pinterest



The Smart Feed
This is your home feed that is populated 
by Pins based on your previous searches 
and interests.

Set your Pinterest account and Pins up 
properly and you increase your chances 
of appearing in other peoples’ Smart 
Feeds.



Pins are shown as best first rather than 
newest first which is why you need to…

Optimize!



– these



Pins
Pins are ideas expressed visually that 
people save to Pinterest. Pins can be 
searched, saved and clicked on. 

Crucially, each one has a link which is 
why Pinterest is such a great traffic 
driver…





Boards
Boards are curated collections of Pins 
and the places where people save the 
Pins they have discovered. 

It is important to optimize your boards 
with keywords in appropriate names and 
descriptions to help rank your content in 
the Pinterest search results.



Pinning
Pinning refers to the act of creating a new 
Pin on Pinterest. Pinterest loves new 
content so it is important to regularly 
create Pins for your business.

The first 5 Pins you pin each day after 
midnight UTC are prioritized for 
distribution so choose these carefully and 
make sure these are your own Pins if 
possible.



Repinning
Repinning occurs when someone saves a 
Pin that is already on Pinterest to their 
boards. Every Pin shows how often it has 
been repinned. 

If you decide to repin your own Pins to 
several of your boards, it’s important to at 
least change the description each time. 
Better yet, create new Pins each time.





Following
Following other Pinterest users means 
that you will see their latest Pins in your 
follow tab. 

As Pinterest says, ‘this is exclusively filled 
with Pins from the Pinterest profiles a 
Pinner already knows and loves.’



Following
People can follow you on Pinterest using 
the Follow button on your profile, your 
Pins and your boards.

You don’t need a huge following. It is far 
more important that the followers you do 
have engage with your Pins as this 
means Pinterest will boost your Pins in 
the Smart Feed and search results.
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